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12 AssessmentLesson 12.1

UNDERSTAND KEY CONCÉPTS

1.b 2.d 3.c 4.b
5. A chemical factor can be transfened from

dead bacteria to living bacteria that can change

the heritable char¿cteristics of the living bacteria

6. DNA contains phosphorus, but prote¡n does not.

Protein contains sulfur, but DNA does not. This

allowed radioactive phosphorus and radìoactive

sulfur to identify each molecule specifically.

THINK CRITICALLY

7. Griffith heated a culture of a disease-causing

strain of bacteria, which killed the bacteria but

did not destroy the DNA. When he mixed the

heat-killed, disease-causing bacteria with live,

harmless bacteria, the DNA from the disease-

causing bacter¡a was transferred to the live bac-

teria. These bacteria and their offspring caused

pneumonia in the mice.

8. Avery and his team used enzymes to destroy

various biological molecules. They showed that

when DNA was destroyed, genet¡c informatìon

could not be transferred. Destroying other bio-

logical molecules did not have the same effect.

Lesson 12.2

UNDERSTAND KEY CONCEPÏS

9.b 10.a 11.c
12. A nucleotide has three parts: a 5-carbon sugar

called deoxyribose, a phosphate group, and a

nitrogenous base.

'13. Chargaff 's rules of base pairing gave Watson

and Crick confidence that their model was cor-

rect, because their model agreed with Chargaff's

observations of the relative percentages of A, T,

G, and C in DNA.

14. The scattering pattern of X-rays sent through a

sample of DNA showed that the molecule was

helical and consisted of two strands.

15. The two strands of DNA are antiparallel, which
means that the bases can line up in the two
strands and form hydrogen bonds between the
A-T and G-C pairs.

THINK CRITICALLY

16. The model showed that hydrogen bonds could
create a nearly perfect fit between nitrogenous
bases along tñe center of the molecule. But the
bonds could only form between adenìne and

thymine, and guanine and cytosine.

f7. Adenine and guanìne are larger than c¡osine
and thymine. The equal dìstance between the
backbones suggested that a small base must
always be paired with a large base.
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Undeatond Key Concepts

L The process by which one st¡ain ofbacterium

is apprrently ehengc,l i¡k' ¿nolher qtrain is

c¡lled
q. tr¿nscription. <. duplication.

b,transformation. d'replication.

2, Bacteriophages are

o. a form ofbacte¡ia. c. coils ofDNA.
b. enzymes. d. viruses.

3, Which ofthe following researchen u*d radio-

active markers in experiments to show that DNA
was thc genetic matc¡ial in cells?

o. Frederick Griffith
b. Owald Avery
c. AJfred Henhey and Manha Choe
d. JamesWatson and F¡anci¡ Crick

4. Be fore DNÂ ould deûnitiwly be shom to be the

genetic material in ells, sientbts had to show that
it could

o. tolerate hiSh temPeratures.

b. carry and nrake copies ofinformation.
c. be modi6cd in responsc to environmental

conditions.
d. be broken down into small subunits.

5. Briefly dscribe the conclusion that could be drawn

Íiom the experiments ofF¡ederick Griffith

ó. What was the key factor that allowed Hershey and

Chæe to show that DN.{ alone car¡ied the geoetic

iûformation of a bacterioPhage?

Ihink Criticolþ
7, lntorprct Visuols hok back at Grifhth's experi-

ment shown in Figue l2-1. Desqibe lhe Gcæion

in which the bacte¡ial DNA rvithstood conditions

rhat killed the bacteria. What happened to the

DNA during the rst ofthe experiment?

8. €voluoþ Àveryand his tøm identified DNA æ

the molæule raponsible fo¡ the transformation

sen in Grifiìth's experiment- How did they ontrol
variablæ in their expe¡iment to makÊ su¡e that

only DNÂ øwd the effect?
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Lesson 12.3

UNDERSTAND KEY CONCEPTS

f8. c 19. a 2Q. a 21. d

22. Base pairing is the principle that hydro-
gen bonds form only between certain
base pairs: adenine and thymine, cyto-
sine and guanine. ln replication, base
pairing ensures that the new comple-
mentary strands are identical to the
original strands.

Undentond Key Concepls

9. .A nucleotid¿ does Nc)T conta¡n

o. a 5-carbon sugar.

b. ¡n amino ¿cid.

c, a nitrogen ba*.
d. a phosphate group.

10. ÂccordingtoChargaff\
which ofthe following is

rule ofbase
true about

o.Á,=T,andC=G
b.A=C,andT=G
<.4=G,andT=C
d.A=T=C=c

I l. The bonds that hold the two strands

together come from

o. the cf,radion of phosphrtc groups

b. strong bonds bemeen

q
d. carbon-to-ø¡bon bonds in the

ofthe nucleotids.

12. Describe the componentsand
nucleotide.

13. Erplain horv Chargaff's rule

h.lped Watson and Crick nrdcl

14. What important clue fronl Ros¡lind
work helped Watson and Crick
model of DNA?

I 5. why is it signiûcant that thc t\vo
are antiparallel?

Think Criticolþ

tó. U¡e Models How did Watson

of the DNA molæule explain

'I 7. lnfer Roslind Franklin s

that the distece beMeeû the

sugar backtrones ofa DNA

throughout the length ofthe
that information help
mine how bases are Paired?

23. ln a tYPical Prokaryotic
found in the
lar chromosome.

24. DNA separates into

two new comp
generated follow¡
parnng Each new

one strand from
and one newly
makinq each new

exact ãuPlicate of

r..
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a document is similar
ways to DNA replication. ln

you start w¡th one
end up with two identical

new copy. ln DNA replication,
original molecule splits ¡n half, so
end up with two copies that are
original and half new.

26. Similarities: DNA replication in both
eukaryotes and prokaryotes proceeds
in both directions and results in two
identical strands of DNA. Differences:
prokaryotic DNA replication occurs in
the cytoplasm and begins at a single
point on the chromosome; eukary-
otic DNA replication occurs in the
nucleus and begins in many places
on a chromosome.
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UV light and changes in DNA.

Ask What part of the DNA molecule is changed by
exposure to UV light? (the nitrogenous bases)

Explain that UV light damages DNA by inducing
cnan9es tn ¡ts structure, which consequently affect
function. For example, UV light induces the forma-
tio.n of pyrimidine dimers (covalent linking between
adjacent pyrimidine bases), which block normal
DNA replication.

Ask How might exposure to UV light change DNA3
ability to store, copy, or transmit iñformatioìZ
(Any change in the structure of DNA could tead to
changes in stored information and could inteiere
with the accurate copying of the information. This
might lead to incorrect informat¡on being transm¡t_
ted to daughter cetts during cett division.j
Ask How could this information be used to
inform others of the importance of wearing sun_
screen? (Descróing how IJV light damagei DNA
would allow you to use scientific information to
support your argument that weaÍing sunscreen is a
healthful action.)

CHAPTER MYSTERY ANSWERS

1. Sample answer: The energy from UV light can
cause chemical changes in the bases. lt might
cause the formation of new bonds or the break-
ing of old ones, preventing the DNA molecule
from replicating properly.

2. Sample answer: They are important because
they preven-t damaged DNA from passing along
incorrect information when it replicates. Íhey 

'
might work by disabling DNA polymerase.

3. UV light is dangerous becðuse it can cause
chemical changes in DNA. The skin is particularly
vulnerable because it covers and protects most
of the body and is the organ that is subject to
the greatest exposure to UV light.

" Ð äi:,'itr';¡[{'j',' î,i,.ii', }i::.
of skin cancer, and the fact that excessive expo-
sure to UV light causes skin cancer, provides evi-
dence that for the effect of UV light on
DNA-UV light damages DNA, and DNA dam-
age is associated with cancer.
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might thae changes affect the func-
tions ofDNA?

2. lnfe¡ All cells have slstems of enznes
that repair tIV-induced dmage to
thei¡ Dñ{,. Some ellular systems
block DNA repliøtion ifthere are base
pairing problems in the double helix
Vfhy ue thæ qntems important? How
might theyworkt ..

g. neloto Couss otid Éfft,ct

Çg¡99trorhqtr@ n one
b-ufaq$ wùo iDhêrii'geài?dc dd€cts
iri theü DNA-iqiair ì¡rstems, the
incidenæ of skin øær is æ much ås
1000 times grñter than average. Bæd
on this infomation, what @n you
infer about the effæt of W ligit on
DNA?

Ana¡)ze the
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Conho¡l Dsc¡ibe the simila¡!

ud in eukaryotic cells.

betweD DN.A rcplication in
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